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 Produced by          : Mahesh Ramanathan, Reliance 
 Screenplay by       :  Harikrishnan,  P F Mathews 
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:Meenakumari
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Music by                      : Isaac Thomas Kottukapally
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 2010 Indian Malayalam arthouse film directed 
by Shaji N. Karun. Mammootty played the title 
role for the film. The film was produced by 
Reliance Entertainment under the banner of Big 
Motion Pictures, the first ever production 
by Anil Ambani's newly launched 
entertainment concern in Malayalam. The film entertainment concern in Malayalam. The film 
was released at the theatres of Kerala on 23 July 
2010.The film won the national award for best 
feature film along with three other awards 
along with a special jury award for editing at 
the 57th national film awards.



Cast
 Mammootty as Kutty Srank
 Kamalinee Mukherjee as Pemenna
 Padmapriya as Revamma
 Meenakumari as Kali
 Wahiida as Nalini
 Suresh Krishna as Loni (Chavittu Nadakam Ashan)
 Saikumar as Unnithan
 Siddique as Jonas Achan (Latin Christian priest)
 P. Sreekumar as Paskal
 PD Sathish Chandra as Mooppen

Amit A as Joppan Amit A as Joppan
 Maya Viswanath as Madhavi
 M. B. Padmakumar as Neelan
 Kundara Johny
 Valsala Menon
 Gaurav Moudgill as Prasanna
 M. A. Balachandran as Karan
 Gopalakrishnan as Appunni
 Valsala Menon as Paru
 Nandhu as Vishnu



Plot

Kutti Sran(translated as junior boat captain in Malayalam) is 
a film about a mariner who operates a cargo vessel near the 
sea port of Kodungalloo, once a roaring port town in Kerala.
One day, the local police station discovers 
an unidentifiedbody that has washed ashore. A Buddhist 
nun, Revamm, comes forward to claim that she can identify 
the rotten body, and she recognises it as that of one kutti
Srank. Police enquire her relationship with kutti Srank. Srank. Police enquire her relationship with kutti Srank. 
Meanwhile, another Latin Christian woman, Pemenna, too 
claims to recognize the dead man. Both women assure the 
investigators that the body is that of kutti Srank. Finally a 
mute woman, Kali, joins them and seeks permission to see 
the corpse. She, however, rejects the claim made by the 
other women and argues that the body is not that of kutti
Srank. Pemmanna identifies Kali and tells Revamma that 
Kali is kutti Srank's wife. Eventually each woman share her 
different acquaintance and relation with kutti Srank.
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